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    The cross ections for excitation from the initial K shell to the final L1, L2, and L3 shells of hydrogen-
like ions by heavy charged-particle impact have been calculated using the relativistic wave functions for 
the target electron in the plane-wave Born approximation. The calculated results are compared with 
the nonrelativistic calculations and the electronic relativistic effect is discussed. 
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                           I. INTRODUCTION
   The Coulomb excitation of atoms and ions by heavy charged-particle bombard-
ment is of importance in atomic collision and its applications, such as plasma physics 
and astrophysics. However, this process has so far been much less investigated than 
the ionization and electron-capture processes in atomic collisions. In addition, almost 
all existing studies both theoretically and experimentally are limited to the case of 
excitation of hydrogen or helium by proton and a-particle impact. This is mainly 
due to experimental difficulties to obtain highly charged ions. 
   The theoretical calculations for atomic excitation cross sections have been per-
formed in the plane-wave Born approximation (PWBA)1) and with impact-parameter 
approach.2-4> These works are nonrelativistic and useful for targets with low atomic 
numbers. To the author's knowledge, there has been reported no relativistic calcu-
lation for atomic excitation by heavy-particle impact, except for our previous work on 
the is-2s excitation cross sections.s> 
   With recent progress in experimental techniques to produce multiply charged ions, 
various heavy ions with high charge become available and the collision physics with 
highly-charged heavy ions is rapidly developing. Considering this fact, it is worthwhile 
to calculate the atomic excitation cross sections for these heavy ions by the use of 
relativistic wave functions. 
   In the present work, the relativistic calculations on the atomic excitation cross 
sections from the K shell to the L1, L2, and L3 shells of hydrogen-like ions by charged-
particle impact have been made in the PWBA. The relativistic hydrogenic (Dirac) 
wave functions are used for the target electrons, while the projectile is treated non-
relativistically. The relativistic cross sections are compared with the corresponding 
nonrelativistic ones and the electronic relativistic effect is studied. 
* : Laboratory of Nuclear Radiation, Institute for Chemical Research, Kyoto University, 
  Kyoto, 606. 
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                             II. THEORY 
   The fundamental assumptions and general formalism of the PWBA are described 
in many standard text books on the atomic collision theory. Here we follow the 
approach of McDowell and  Coleman.6) Throughout the present work, atomic units 
are used and the excitation cross section is given in units of aao, where ao is the first 
Bohr orbit of hydrogen. 
   We assume that the target ion is at rest at the origin of the coordinate. The 
projectile is treated as a bare nucleus with nuclear charge Z1 and the atomic number 
of the target ion is denoted by Z2. We consider only single-electron excitation process. 
The cross section for excitation from state i to statef in atomic collision is written by6) 
                     2
()                Q— 2,216ifhminXl-Iill1 
where ,u is the reduced mass, ki is the initial relative momentum, and p is the mo-
mentum transfer. When the final momentum is expressed as kf, the maximum and 




    The matrix element T 1f is written by 
Tif=<bf(R)gf(r)IV(R,r)I i(R)Oi(r)>,(2) 
where R is the position vector of the projectile, r is that of the target electron, tki and 
Of are the initial and final wave functions of the projectile, and yti and are those of 
the target electron. The interaction potential between the projectile and the target 
electron is 
V(R, r) =ZR2 Zl(3)                                        -IR —r1 . 
    In the PWBA, the wave
, functions of the projectile are                     Y i (R) =eiki R, 'if (R) =eikf R• (4) 
Substitution of Eq. (4) in Eq. (2) yields 
            Tif=Z1fdRfdrein-ROf(r){R2----—IR1rl}95i(r)•(5) 
The R integration can be made as usual.7) Using the orthogonal property of the 
wave function, Eq. (5) reduces to 
Tif=— 4nZ1feiPr~f(r)0i(r)dr.(6) 
    Inserting Eq. (6) into Eq. (1), the excitation cross section is written as 
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 Z
^ PmiP...3 is(p;i)I2dp,(7)inP 
where  v=ki/,u is the initial velocity of the projectile and 
s(p; i- f)= f ei r.f(r)ci(r)dr.(8) 
    The relativistic hydrogenic wave functions are given by8) 
0(r) =-18.'(r) xF(y) (9) 
f~(r) X",(Y) 
where K is the relativistic quantum number, ,u is the magnetic quantum number, 
x (P) is the spin-angular momentum part of the wave function, and r" is the unit vector 
of the direction of r. The large and small components of the radial wave function are 
gk (r) = N(1 + W )1i2 (co +cir) rY-1e-Ar,(10a) 
and 
                 .fk(r)= —N(1— W )1/2 (ao+ajr)r7-1e-2r(10b) 
The parameters, N, W, ao, al, co, c1, y, and A, are defined in Ref. 8 for K, Li, L2, and 
L3 shells. 
   By the use of the wave functions in Eq. (10), the relativistic matrix elements are 
. r(p; K—L1) =Go(p),(11) 
5(p; K—L2)=(47c)1/2C(1/2 1 1/2; ,ui,u2—ul)Yi p2—F1(p)G1(p), (12) 




W_=[(1—Wi) (1— W2)]1/2, 
                     I~L)= fe_(11+22)'.7L(pr)rr1+r2+idr,(15) 
                                   0 C(a, b, c; d, e) is the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient, Yr.()) is the spherical harmonics, 
) is the unit vector in the direction of p, and jL(x) is the spherical Bessel function of 
order L. The parameters, N1, W1, y1, and Al correspond to those for the K-shell 
electron, while N2, W2, y2, A2, ao, a1, co, and c1 are the parameters for Li-shell electron 
(j=1-3). 
   The radial integral n') (p) [Eq. (15)] is obtained analytically using the definition 
of the spherical Bessel function and the integration formula.o) The final expression 
is given by 
           it 7                                                              L-I-,CG 
           f-e-axjr (bx)x~dx=(2b)1/22r+h/2bl+1/2ar+f(a+lr(l+3/2)+1)  
                                                                 2 
            X2F1(1+2+1 , +2+2 ; 1+3/2, —H'),(16) 
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where  2F1(a, b; c; x) is the Gauss-type hypergeometric function. 
   Letting y=1Hcl for the initial and final states, Eqs. (11), (12), and (13) reduce to 
the corresponding nonrelativistic limits. These results are equivalent to the non-
relativistic expressions ofBates and Griffing :1) 
               `gl(Y; is--2s)I=217/2Z2Y2/(9Z2+4p2)3,(17) 
and 
9I (P; is-,-2p)l =3 215/2 .4p/(9Z22+4p2)3•(18) 
                    III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
   We have performed the PWBA calculations for the K—L1, K—L2, and K—L3 
excitation cross sections using the relativistic and nonrelativistic hydrogenic wave 
functions for the target electrons. The projectile is considered as a bare nucleus and 
the target is a hydrogen-like ion. In the nonrelativistic case, the LS-coupled wave 
functions are used for the L2- and Ls-shell electrons in the target ion. All the numerical 
calculations in the present work have been made on the FACOM M-382 computer in 
the Data Processing Center of Kyoto University. 
   In Fig. 1, the relativistic and nonrelativistic cross sections of the K—L1 excitation 
for protons on Fe25+ ion are plotted as a function of proton energy. These results are 
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    Fig. 1. Cross sections for K-L1 excitation of Fe25+ ion by proton impact. The solid curve 
            represents the relativistic cross sections and the dashed curve indicates the nonrela-
            tivistic ones. 
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     Fig. 2. Cross sections for K-L2 and K-L3 excitation of Fe25+ ion by proton impact. See 
           caption of Fig. 1. 
in good agreement with the values obtained from the impact-parameter method with 
straight-line trajectory.5) For low energies, the relativistic cross sections are slightly 
larger than the nonrelativistic ones, but in the high-energy region the nonrelativistic 
values become larger. The relativistic PWBA cross sections of the K—Li excitation 
of Sn49+ and U91+ ions by proton impact were also calculated and found to agree well 
with the results of the previous work in the impact-parameter approach.5) 
   Figure 2 shows comparison of the relativistic and nonrelativistic PWBA cross 
sections of the K—L2 and K—L3 excitation for protons on Fe25+ ion. For these cases, 
the relativistic cross sections are larger than the nonrelativistic ones in low-energy 
region and smaller at high energies. The relativistic effect is larger for L3 shell than 
for L2 shell. The K—L2 and K—L3 excitation cross sections for proton impact on 
Sn49+ ion are plotted in Fig. 3 as a function of proton energy. Although the relativistic 
effect is somewhat enhanced, the general trend of the cross sections as a function of 
energy is similar to that for Fe25+ ion. 
( 16 )
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     Fig. 3. Cross sections for K-L2 and K-L3 excitation of 51145+ ion by proton impact. See 
           caption of Fig. 1. 
   Figure 4 demonstrates the relativistic effect in the K—L2 and K—L3 excitation 
cross sections for protons on U91+ ion. At 1 Mev, the relativistic K—L2 excitation 
cross section is approximately 7 times larger than the nonrelativistic one. With 
increasing energy the relativistic curve approaches to the nonrelativistic line and then 
becomes lower than the latter. For the energy of 100 MeV, the relativistic value is 
about 1.5 times smaller. The relativistic K—L3 cross section is slightly larger than 
the nonrelativistic value in low-energy region and becomes smaller for the energy region 
above 2 MeV. At 100 MeV the former value is about one half of the latter and 
nearly equal to the nonrelativistic value for the K—L2 excitation. 
   The K–L excitation cross sections of U91+ ion by 12Cs+_ion impact are shown in 
Fig. 5. The energy scale is expressed as the projectile energy divided by its mass. In 
this case, the universal property of the cross section for projectile mass and charge 
does not hold because of the definition of Pmin. 
   In conclusion, we have calculated the relativistic PWBA cross sections of hydrogen-
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     Fig. 4. Cross sections for K-L2 and K-L3 excitation of U91+ ion by proton impact. See 
           caption of Fig. 1. 
like ions by heavy charged-particle impact for K—L1, K—L2, and K—L3 excitation. 
It is found that in low-energy region the relativistic effect increases the cross section, 
but decreases it for high-energy projectiles. 
   The relativistic effect can be ascribed to two reasons, the relativistic wave functions 
and the relativistic binding energies. The use of the relativistic wave functions 
increases the excitation cross section in all cases studied here. The enhancement of 
the cross section is large for low energies and small at high energies. On the other hand, 
the relativistic binding energies decrease the cross section. 
   In the low-energy region the enhancement due to the wave-function effect sur-
passes the reduction due to the use of the relativistic binding energies and the relativistic 
cross section is larger than the nonrelativistic one. On the contrary, the situation is 
reversed for high energies and the relativistic cross section becomes smaller the non-
relativistic cross section. 
( 18 )
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Fig. 5. Cross sections for K-L1, K-L2, and K-L3 excitation of U91+ ion by 12C9+-ion 
                 impact. See caption of Fig. 1. 
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